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Experience the best fly fishing in Argentina with Patagonia River 

Guides (PRG). Guests of PRG have the opportunity to enjoy the most 

comprehensive fly fishing programs from over ten diverse lodging 

choices across the three most productive regions of Patagonia, 

Argentina – Esquel, Rio Pico and San Martin de los Andes. Every trip 

is customized according to the angler’s needs and desires, and trips 

as short as three days or as long as three weeks are easily executed. 

The PRG experience is a unique blend of inspiring waters, varied 

fishing, beautiful scenery, interesting culture, lasting friendships and 

unrivaled service, complemented by gourmet and regional cuisine, 

delicious wines and first-class accommodations. There are few 

places in the world where you can enjoy the diversity and quality of 

fishing offered in Patagonia, but careful planning and execution are 

critical to getting the most out of your fly fishing trip. At PRG, our 

philosophy to fishing is straightforward: fish the best rivers, at the 

best times, with the best guides. On any given day, PRG’s guests could 

find themselves wading small freestone streams or spring creeks, 

floating bigger rivers from comfortable rafts or drift boats, stalking 

fish and sight fishing in gin-clear water or even spending a day in 

search of fish over ten pounds on our area still waters. Fish size and 

numbers depend on the type of water and the angler’s skill level, but 

we are confident that the quality, diversity and unparalleled beauty 

of our fisheries will not disappoint. Since we have so many options, 

extended stays are recommended in order to see and experience as 

much as possible in one, two or all three of our distinct regions.

ABOUT PATAGONIA RIVER GUIDES

Sincerely, 

Rance, Travis, and Alex

ALEX KNÜLLTRAVIS SMITHRANCE RATHIE
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TRES VALLES HIGHLIGHTS

TRES VALLES SPECIAL AMENITIES

FAMILY FRIENDLY

COUPLES FRIENDLY

VARIETY & PRIVATE WATER

WIFI

GOURMET FOOD

LAUNDRY SERVICE

HIKING

BIRD WATCHING

PROGRAMS

NON-ANGLING ACTIVITIESFLY FISHING

LODGE FEATURES

NON-ANGLING ACTIVITIES

 + Upscale lodge and inspiring location

 + Cozy atmosphere with large fireplaces and incredible views

 + Intimate experience with only eight guests per week

 + Relaxed and peaceful atmosphere with space to spread out

 + Authentic estancia experience with charming staff

 + Private water on the estancia

 + Expanded private water access on other area estancias

 + Diverse fishing program offering a different river, spring creek or lake each day

 + Wild and remote region of Patagonia

 + Huge fish in area lakes

 + Intimate spring creeks and smaller rivers, perfect for wade fishing

 + Access to the largest brook trout in the world depending on season

 + Possibility to hike and explore

 + Horseback riding to fish or non-fish on the estancia

 + End of the week asado

 + Estancia to table experience with organic vegetables and estancia beef and lamb

 + Two large fireplaces

 + Authentic Estancia Experience

 + Estancia Activities on property and in the area throughout the season

 + Hiking on the estancia
HORSEBACK RIDING
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TRES VALLES LODGE

ABOUT THE LODGE

Tres Valles Lodge is located on a large estancia in the heart of the Rio Pico Valley about two 

hours south of the Esquel Airport. The lodge offers an upscale experience for eight guests in 

four lake-view suites. An additional suite is available for two guests, accommodating a larger 

private group if requested. The layout is spacious and is spread over two floors offering two 

great rooms both with cozy fireplaces. The main level living room is centered between the 

dining area on one side and a breakfast nook and lounge area on the other side. The upper level 

has a small library, office space, TV room, and an incredible living room, which is able to seat 

all the guests around the giant fireplace. The lodge is incredibly cozy and has generous spaces 

allowing guests plenty of room to spread out and enjoy telling about their great day, reading, 

or just relaxing in total peace and quiet. 

A 5-STAR, REMOTE LODGING EXPERIENCE
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FISHING PROGRAM

The fishing program from Tres Valles offers expectational wade fishing on small and intimate 

streams combined with some of the best still-water fishing in all of South America. Anglers can 

choose to fish a different river, spring creek, or lake daily and are matched with a professional 

guide and assistant guide each day. The area is remote and wild and it takes a full week to 

get around the region and experience the diverse fisheries. Some hiking is required to get to 

the most off-the-beaten-path locations, however, PRG also manages dozens of private access 

points offering some of the best fishing an easy walk from the truck. Guests are encouraged 

to try the area lakes, even though lake-fishing isn’t traditionally located in the fly fisher’s DNA. 

Those that give lakes a try will find that they are just as diverse as the rivers, offering different 

species of big and healthy wild trout and requiring different techniques to catch them. The 

Rio Pico Valley offers mostly rainbow and brown trout fishing, however just north of the valley 

some of the best brook trout fishing in the world can be found. Most river and spring creek 

fish average between 14 and 22-inches. Lake fish are harder to quantify but normally average 

between 22 and 26-inches. Some areas provide lots of action, while others require patience and 

stealth, both required to stick larger trophies. 

It is common to switch guides each day, and it is always best to communicate with guides 

about one’s fishing preferences and desires throughout the week. Anglers want to target huge 

rainbows for example should let the guides know so they can arrange the best program. The 

A SUMMARY OF FLY FISHING IN THE RIO PICO REGION

same holds true for brown trout and brook trout. It is important to make a plan the evening before 

and stick to it unless there is an abrupt change in weather or a last-minute guide suggestion 

to change the plan. Anglers wanting to walk more or float more should let the guides and 

manager know. Those wanting to hike and explore some off-the-beaten-path streams should 

also let the staff know. 

The estancia offers miles of Rio Las Pampas, Lago Vilches, and Arroyo Negro: all located on the 

property. A short drive allows guests to enjoy fishing a different river, spring creek, or lake daily 

and the options are many and include the following daily options:

WADE FISHING

 + Rio Pico

 + Rio Las Pampas

 + Rio Nielsen

 + Rio Corcovado

 + Rio Tigre

 + Arroyo Negro

 + Arroyo Campamento

 + Arroyo la Pampita (Mutisia)

 + Arroyo Tromenco

FLOAT FISHING

 + Rio Pico

 + Lower Corcovado

 + Lakes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Vilches, and Vinter

 + Lagunas: Engaño, La Isla, Leon, Torres, 

and La Pava
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PRE-TRIP INFORMATION ARRIVAL

TRANSFER TO THE LODGE

You will be met at the Esquel Airport (or PRG’s Lodge at Trevelin for extended stays) and 

shuttled to Tres Valles by your fishing guide. It is recommended that you try on your waders 

and boots at the airport to ensure a proper fit. Although out of the way, guests may also 

choose to stop by PRG’s Lodge at Trevelin, enjoying a snack and a drink while trying on their 

equipment and gear for the week. The Lodge at Trevelin is not on the normal road to Tres Valles 

but a special trip down the dirt road paralleling the Andes can be arranged (part of the drive 

is rough but incredibly beautiful). If you want to try to see the staff at Trevelin, let your guides 

know and they will be happy to take you there. 

WELCOME PACKET

You will be provided with a PRG welcome packet at the airport including the following items:

 + Welcome letter with any last-minute information

 + (2) envelopes 

 + PRG Notebook and Pen

 + Quality Scale Survey V 

 + Fishing License 

HOSTS

Tres Valles is a full-service lodge but their idea is to make you feel like you are at home and not 

staying at a hotel. If you need something, please speak to your host or lodge manager. They 

are there to make your stay memorable. Please don’t wait until the end of the trip to let them 

know about any problems you have in your room or something you needed during your stay. 

Communication is fundamental and the guides and managers can arrange just about anything 

for you. 

CHECK-IN

The check-in at Tres Valles can seem somewhat informal. You might not get a full tour of the 

facilities or really be given a tour of you room. Grab a drink, relax, and make yourself at home 

and ask the hostess or manager if you have any questions. It is recommended to immediately 

take your fishing equipment to the mudroom before the guides depart so you are ready for the 

next day’s fishing. 

TRANSFER TO THE LODGE AND CHECKING IN
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PRE-TRIP INFORMATION LODGING INFO

FOOD & BEVERAGE

BREAKFAST: You will enjoy a hearty breakfast, normally served around 7:30 a.m. but they are 

flexible if you want to eat a little earlier or later. Speak with the host if you want to eat earlier 

or later to ensure that you have a fresh breakfast ready for you. 

LUNCH: Lunch is normally a gourmet riverside picnic. However, if you are fishing close to the 

lodge you have the option to return for lunch if interested. Check options with your guide and 

the lodge manager and make a plan for the day.

DINNER: Dinners are served between 8:30 and 9:00 p.m. unless your group has arranged to eat 

earlier or later. We know it is later than you are accustomed to eat but this schedule allows for 

a full-day on the water and a little down-time before dinner. Private tables are possible at Tres 

Valles and you only need to speak to the lodge host and/or manager to request a private table. 

Dinners are usually hosted by the lodge manager(s) or host at the large lodge table and most 

guests choose to dine together. If you would like to dine a night or two with one of the guides, 

please ask the host or manager if it’s possible. 

FOOD & BEVERAGE, WIFI, LAUNDRY, GRATUITY, CHECKOUT

DRESS CODE AND OTHER TIPS: Tres Valles is casual but it is always good to clean up before 

dinner, especially if you are in a mixed group of other guests. There is no special dress code 

and clean fishing shirts are often standard. There is nothing worse than sharing a dinner at a 

lodge with someone that wants to talk about themselves, especially their political beliefs. It can 

also get tiring to talk over and over just about their great business or how much better they 

are at fishing than you are. Try to find the middle ground and engage the host by asking lots of 

questions about Patagonia, history of Argentina and Rio Pico (avoid Argentine politics as they 

are just as bad as the rest of the world, if not worse). If you end up annoyed by someone at the 

table, be sure to not sit next to them again. If some guests continue to negatively affect your 

experience, it might be time to politely ask for a private table. 

BEVERAGE AT THE LODGE

There is no set bar at Tres Valles Lodge but each afternoon a full-bar is set up offering cocktails, 

red wine, white wine, beer and soft drinks. Please speak with the host or manager if you don’t 

find what you like to drink. If you need more ice or if you would prefer something special, let 

them know. Teach the staff how to mix your favorite drink and hopefully you’ll have your drink 

served to you just like you like it each evening. Managers are happy to arrange any and every-

thing for you so please ask. You are encouraged to bring your own special bottle(s) of alcohol 

as the lodge will have blended scotch, American whiskey, gin, vodka, fernet branca and other 

normal house liquors and mixers.

DRINKS ON THE RIVER

Guides will pack bottled water, a few cans of soda, a bottle of wine and several cans of beer 

each day to enjoy on the river. This is a standard selection based on average consumption, so 

please request anything special you might like to drink on the river and insist you have enough 

drinking water and ice to keep your drinks cold each day. If you don’t drink beer, it makes no 

sense to carry beer to the river and maybe a few more bottles of water would be better for you. 

If you drink lots of beer on the river, be sure to request a few extra cans. You can also request an 

extra bottle of wine or white wine rather than red wine for example. Please ask the manager to 

pack your drink cooler the same way each day and label it so you always have what you want.
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DRINKING WATER

Drink bottled water. Although the water is pure and clean, it is tea colored and comes from the 

mountain behind the lodge. It is perfect for bathing and cleaning up but best to not drink it. Be 

sure you drink plenty as the air is very dry and you might get dehydrated. 

WI-FI

Wi-fi is available at Tres Valles and should be sufficient for emails and text messages. The sig-

nal is probably not strong enough for voice over internet, video calling or streaming videos or 

movies. Please be considerate to others in the lodge as the signal speed is divided between 

everyone. 

LAUNDRY

The lodge is off-the-grid so doing laundry is not as easy as it might be at other lodges with 

24-hour electricity and natural gas. Please be patient with the turn around and please under-

stand that the generator must be used to power the washer and dryer. The cost of laundry is 

expensive at $40 per load but available if you wish to use the service. Guests continuing on to 

PRG’s Lodge at Trevelin or another PRG destination will receive complimentary laundry service 

as part of the extended stay and can choose to do the laundry at either lodge. If you are billed 

for laundry after an extended stay, please let the manager know that it is included. 

CHECK-OUT

The lodge will provide you with your boarding pass and a schedule for leaving the lodge the 

night before you depart. Give yourself plenty of time and please leave all of your PRG fishing 

equipment in the mud room. Completely empty your dry bag and look in your wader pouch 

for any smaller personal items. You should also look carefully in your room, the mud room and 

the lodge for any items you may have left behind. Please settle up for any purchases you made, 

including laundry with the lodge manager or the host.

GRATUITY

We recommend a 15% +/- tip to be divided between guides, assistant guides, cooks, service 

staff, cleaning staff, hostess and lodge manager. Some leave more and some leave less. The 

amount is totally up to you. Tips are pooled and divided with approximately 65% going to 

guides and assistant guides and 35% going to lodge staff. Your tip is well distributed to every 

member of the team (a few who might be unseen in the kitchen, estancia or cleaning staff). 

You can place the tips in the PRG envelope provided in your welcome packet and give them to 

the lodge manager. 

QUALITY SCALE SURVEY

Please fill out the quality scale survey provided in your welcome packet and seal it in an enve-

lope. Please give the quality scale survey to the lodge manager or the head guide. Your input 

is invaluable and we value each and every one of your comments and suggestions. The more 

you tell us the more we can continue to improve our programs. You can also fill out the Tres 

Valles quality scale survey but we would really appreciate filling out the one provided for PRG. 

We believe it is more in-depth and will help us improve any and all aspects of the Tres Valles 

experience.

EMERGENCY CONTACT

PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO YOUR LOVED ONES AND OFFICE:

EMAIL – Sharon Green - travel@patagoniariverguides.com

WHAT’S APP TEXT/CALL – Sharon Green - +54 9 2944 210442

KICKING PLASTIC

PRG has teamed up with YETI Coolers to #kickplastic. During the season, we use as many as 

25,000 water bottles adding up to nearly 1000 pounds. We depend on a clean environment 

more than anyone and feel it is the right choice to do our part to conserve and protect our 

natural resources. Kicking plastic is an important step. Thanks in part to YETI’s generous con-

tribution to our program, we are able to provide each guest with insulated and refillable water 

bottles for guided trips. Each guest will receive two 18oz. bottles each day. Guides have their 

own bottle and also carry an extra gallon of fresh cold water to refill bottles riverside, ensuring 

everyone has plenty of ice cold water each day.

+

mailto:travel@patagoniariverguides.com 
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PRE-TRIP INFORMATION FISHING EQUIPMENT

WADERS, BOOTS, RODS & REELS

FISHING EQUIPMENT – WADERS, BOOTS, RODS AND REELS

If you have requested gear from PRG, we recommend to try on your waders and boots and 

make sure you have your rod and reel ready to go as soon as possible. If you want a quick 

casting lesson, ask one of the guides or assistants to help you. Each afternoon, guides will hang 

your waders and boots to dry. In the mornings, if you are fishing “locally”, it is recommended to 

put your waders on at the lodge as the drives are generally very short. If you are fishing outside 

of the property, assistant guides will pack your waders and boots in a “taco bag” and will load 

them on your guide’s truck along with your rod and reel.

FISHING EQUIPMENT – PERSONAL CLOTHING AND DRY BAG

Upon arrival at the lodge, you will be provided with a small dry bag. We recommend that you 

fill it with everything you might need for the week’s adventure. Pack for both warm and cold 

conditions and always have layers in your dry bag for any unforeseen weather changes. You can 

always leave extra clothing and equipment in the guide’s truck but most likely can’t go back to 

the lodge to get something without spoiling some of your fishing day. 

PACK THE FOLLOWING IN YOUR DRY BAG:

 + Fishing License (keep it in your dry bag!)

 + Rain Jacket

 + Fleece or puffball jacket and a mid-weight layer

 + Buff, sun gloves, sunscreen, lip sunscreen

 + Light weight stocking hat and fingerless gloves for cool weather

 + Your fishing gear: reels, extra lines, flies, tippet, lanyard, etc.

 + Recommended: extra socks, fleece pants, personal medicine, ibuprofen, small pack of wipes

 + Optional: sunglass cleaner, band aids, tape, flask, lighter, insect repellent, hand towel (from 

home!) and snacks you like from home
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http://www.patagoniariverguides.com

